The asymmetric unit of the title crystal structure is shown in the figure. Tables 1 and 2 contain details of the measurement method and a list of the atoms including atomic coordinates and displacement parameters.
Experimental details
The C-bound H atoms were geometrically placed (C-H = 0.95-0.98 Å) and refined as riding with U iso (H) = 1.2-1.5 Ueq(C). The N-bound H-atom was located in a difference Fourier map but was refined with a distance restraint of N-H = 0.88 ± 0.01 Å, and with U iso (H) set to 1.2 Ueq(N). Owing to poor agreement, one reflection, i.e. (1 3 5), was omitted from the final cycles of refinement.
Discussion
Structural mimicry is an interesting concept in crystal engineering whereby the chemical exchange of substituents/residues does not impact upon the global molecular packing [5] . This implies the pair/set of substituents/residues either engage in comparable intermolecular interactions or do not engage in directional intermolecular interactions at all. In order to explore such phenomena, systematic crystallographic studies of closely related molecules are required. In this context, herein the X-ray crystal structure of MeOC(=S)N(H)(2-ClPh) is described and compared with its o-tolyl congenor [6] . The molecular structure is shown in the Figure ( The observed molecular conformation in the title compound is in accord with previous studies [7, 8] and with the structure of the o-tolyl derivative [6] . The latter also crystallises in a triclinic crystal system with very similar unit cell dimensions (V = 461.38(19) Å 3 ) and a single independent molecule in the asymmetric unit which is also twisted; the dihedral angle between the SONC and phenyl planes is 51.89(5)°. In the molecular packing of the o-tolyl derivative, supramolecular layers parallel to [0 11] are formed via thioamide-N-H· · · S(thione) hydrogen bonds, leading to dimers, and π-π stacking interactions. The connections between layers are of the type tolyl-methyl-C-H· · · π(tolyl). Thus, it is possible to conclude that there are relatively similar and important roles for each of the chlorine atom and tolylmethyl substituent in their respective molecular packing.
